
 

 

Committee Meeting  
7:30pm Wednesday 9th March 2022 

Zoom Call 
 

Minutes 
 

Present:  Graeme Johnston, Sil Clay, Clare Everitt, Grace Judge, Trevor Bunch, Marc Benson, Tracy Quarrell, 
Carl Oldford, Horace Shuriah. 

 
Apologies:  Yusuf Firat 
 
Approval of Minutes from last meeting 
The minutes of the February meeting were approved 
 
Actions from last meeting 
 

• New timing clock – Sil to come back to the committee with further quotes. A new battery has been 
purchased, which makes it easier to transport the clock. Sil is happy to arrange for the clock to be at TT once 
a month, therefore no need for a second clock. Done. 

• Time Trial – Graeme still to write rules for this year. Ongoing 

• Charity of the year –Graeme is writing a post to the members to announce what we’re doing. Done 

• Garage keys - need to ask council permission to attach a key-safe to the front of the garage. Currently in 
process of transferring the garage over to Grace. Will speak to the council about the key-safe once that has 
been done. Ongoing. 

• Budget 2022 - A sub-committee will meet to determine a budget for the current year. Done. 

• EA Club Standards - EA are requiring clubs to meet set criteria before they re-affiliate. GDPR might be an 
issue if we don’t have a policy in place. Action: Marc to look at what we have and what we need. Ongoing 

• Juniors will be booking Withersfield Village Hall for agility training once a month (from 1st March). Action: Sil 
to send Trevor the dates so that we can cancel Castle Manor. Done 

• KH Update - Trev and Tony to meet to discuss requirements for a road race. Done 

• First Aid training – Sil to get a quote from Tujan, Horace to get a quote from his friend. Done 

• RNR plans – Horace to check with Stephen. Ongoing. 
 
Membership Update 
5 new members joined since our last meeting 3 x snr / 1 x jnr / 1 x 2nd claim 
1st claim adult 240 
1st claim junior 30 
2nd claim 8 
Total 276 paying members    
 
Finance Update 
Bank balance £10,546.42 
  
Largest payments made:  

• Sam Boreham LiRF £160 



 

• Suffolk County affiliation £80 

• XC entries for Stowmarket / Bury £132 
 
Budget meeting held and proposal circulated 
Accounts for 2020 have been returned but the auditor wouldn’t sign them off because he wanted further 
explanation added against one item. Action: Grace to follow up 
Jo Vickery will audit the 2021 accounts. 
 
Budget 2022 
Grace presented the proposed budget (which has also been circulated by email). 
Projected to overspend by £906.20, which we can afford because we have a large buffer (over and above the reserve 
amount required). Last year we had an underspend of £3447.45. 
The committee approved the budget, meaning that those who are delegated responsibility for a task (that has an 
assigned budget) can spend money without further committee approval (providing they keep within the budget). 
 
Junior Section 

• Withersfield Hall is too small for the agility sessions. Sil is looking for other venues including Samuel Ward. In 
the summer it can be done outside. 

• Sil is aware of someone who would like to join the junior section but cannot afford the membership fee. Sil 
asked whether we could use our hardship fund to support this case. Although we have discussed the idea of 
a hardship fund and the committee were supportive of the idea, nothing has been set up. We don’t have a 
policy or any criteria against which we can assess cases. How do we ensure that these cases are all treated 
fairly? Yusuf first proposed the idea at the AGM so may be able to provide some useful insight into what an 
appropriate process would be. 

• Action: Graeme to speak to Yusuf to discuss how we can take this forward. Aim to complete before the next 
meeting (via email). 

• A team of juniors are doing a 5K event at Carver Barracks. They are aiming to do more competition. 

• Next Junior sub-committee meeting is on the 17th of March. 
 
Club Captain 

• Tony has resigned from the position. How do we go about co-opting a replacement?  

• The Constitution allows for the committee to choose a new Captain, but what is the right way to go about it? 
Someone has put themselves forward, but it hasn’t been put out to the rest of the club yet. 

• It was decided that we should put it out to the whole membership in case anyone else wants to put 
themselves forward. 

• It was also noted that the committee doesn’t have the full amount of ‘Ordinary Committee Members’ and 
that some additional help would be useful (as we haven’t yet been able to assign all the basic tasks that need 
to be done). 

• Action: Graeme to put out a post to the club seeking volunteers for all 3 positions. 
 

First Aid / LiRF Training 

• Sil feels that there should always be a first aider present at the junior training sessions. This would mean 
having multiple people trained up to ensure that holidays can be covered etc. 

• It was previously proposed that we bring in an external trainer to provide some training. Trevor is concerned 
that sending our Coaches and Run Leaders on that course might be ineffective unless it’s part of an overall 
plan. Most of the training sessions for seniors do not take place in a single location (as it is for the juniors) 
and therefore we need to consider how we manage the provision of first aid across all those session types 
(including club runs and trail runs in the summer). 

• Trevor suggested the following course of action: 
▪ Appoint a Health & Safety Officer 
▪ Ask the H&S Officer to review our H&S Policy, Risk Assessments and Medical Risk 

Assessment. These were written at a time when all sessions (including the club run) were led 
by Coaches or Run Leaders. 

• UKA have brought in a new rule that all new and renewing Coaches need to complete a basic First Aid 
training module (completed online and costs £15). ‘The changes have been brought in by UKA to make sure 



 
coaches are trained in safeguarding and first aid as part of their qualification. This is to align with the Health 
and Safety Executive (HSE) requirements under Civil Law and Duty of Care. Adding the Basic First Aid Training 
Certificate as a mandatory part of entry line qualifications will ensure coaches are given the right level of 
support, and that they help athletes train in safe environments.’ 

• Grace proposed that any Coaches or Run Leaders who want to do the online course prior to renewing their 
licence can have it paid for by the club. 

• Questions were raised about whether an online First Aid course can ever be as good as face-to-face. 

• Graeme expressed that his main concern is that we meet the requirements of our EA affiliation. Nobody is 
quite sure what those requirements are. This is where a H&S Officer (and perhaps some professional advice) 
would help. 

• Tracy suggested contacting the First Responders to find out where the defibrillators are and how to access 
them. 

• Action: Graeme to ask the club whether anyone would like to take on the H&S Officer position (can be a non-
committee role). 
 

GDPR 
 
Done 

• Initial review and documentation of the sub processors (systems we use) 
• Initial Q&A on data points on systems and payment data (Thank you Trev and Grace) 
• Information gathered from Juniors (Thank you Wendy Aldhouse) 
• Downloaded 'GDPR Framework Register’ from EA which I will transpose the information I’ve collated as it 

makes sense to maintain in the EA format 
 
In Progress 

• Data Protection Officer Role description (this needs to be added to the list of roles assigned each year) 
• Subject access policy 
• Data Retention policy 
• Data Removal policy 
• Breach notification process 

 
To do 

• Risk Analysis updated to cover data and sub processors including checking that data remains in the UK 
• Privacy policy (needs the analysis above completed first) 
• Communications - existing members and new members (propose page on website and in sign up given to 

new members so that privacy policy can be acknowledge and accepted) 
 
To meet the club standards, we need to have a Privacy Policy, and all members need to accept it. Various 
suggestions were put forward as to how we achieve the latter. For existing members is may have to be opt-out 
(which would also mean they cease to be club members). For new members we can add an ‘acceptance box’ on the 
Google form. 
 
Old records in STG need to be reviewed and possibly deleted. Action: Trev and Grace to discuss. 
 
Hockeys 5K 

• Clare and Tracy have offered to take on responsibility for the series and our race. 

• Currently we have been given 4th August as our date, but Clare and Tracy won’t be available on that date. 

• We have been given the option of moving our race to sometime in May. Given the short time period 
between now and then, there wouldn’t be time to organise a race at Kedington. It would need to be an off-
road venue i.e., Horseheath or Weston Woods airfield. 

• Concerns had previously been raised about the safety of the Kedginton route and whether it could 
accommodate so many runners. The club have been asked for their input.  

• Fliss (Saffron Striders) has confirmed that the cost of organising a race is normally shared between the 
participating clubs. If we opt to hold our race at Horseheath or Weston Woods the costs would be higher, 



 
therefore we would either need to absorb the cost ourselves or get agreement from the other clubs to pay a 
bit more each. 

• On the grounds that Clare and Tracy aren’t around in August, it was decided to go for an off-road race in 
May. Possibly Thurs 19th to avoid a clash with other events. 

• Action: Tracy to follow up with Thurlow Estates. 
 
Upcoming Events 

• Trevor has started putting things in place for Thurlow 5/10 on 23rd Oct. Trev to form a sub-committee. 

• Graeme proposed setting up sub-committees to take care of events such as Ekiden relay and club socials. 
Nothing has happened on these yet. 

• Trev noted that the committee seemed a bit stretched. Several committee members expressed that they 
were at capacity in terms of how much time they can give. 

• RNR – Action: Stephen to send an email to club members to get the ball rolling. 

• Horace thinks Yusuf might be willing to take on Ekiden. Action: Horace to speak to Yusuf. 

• Nobody on the committee wanted to take responsibility for the socials. Action: Graeme will put out a 
request to the club. Could be committee or non-committee roles. 
 

AOB 

• Club run – Tracy has taken on organising these. She would prefer an earlier time and some new routes. Carl 
offered to help Tracy come up with some new routes. Any new routes would require detailed written 
instructions, a map, and a Risk Assessment. Need to bear in mind that footpaths can quickly become 
overgrown, so need to be checked before they are used. 

• At the AGM we did a small survey asking members what time they would like training sessions; we could 
look back at that. 

• Awards Night, has anyone thought about where we’re going? We might want to get something booked 
otherwise we might not be able to get our preferred venue or date. Everyone to have a think about possible 
venues. Action: Grace and Clare to check availability at the gold club and the Croft.  

• Carver Barracks running track update – it’s taking shape but appears to be a few months away from 
completion. Once finished it will be our closest running track and we could possibly make use of it. 

• Dave Greenham has proposed a 1000-mile challenge, with 1 mile completed every consecutive hour. 
Starting at midnight on Saturday 28th May. It would take over 5 weeks to complete and would raise money 
for MND. He is asking whether the committee could support it. Concerns were raised that the committee is 
already quite stretched. It may be hard to keep club member engagement over such a long period of time, 
especially in the middle of the night. The committee feel that the idea needs some refining but is basically a 
good idea. Action: Graeme to ask for club members to help with charity events. 

• Race reports – someone needs to take these on now that Tony has left. Now that more races are taking 
place these need doing every week. Tracy is willing to help but would like to share responsibility with 
somebody else. Carl and Graeme offered to assist. 

 
Date of next meeting 
Wednesday 13th April 


